
Sapling offers digital clocks at various sizes with either four or six digits and provides four types of 
digital clock mounting options. These options include surface (wall), dual-faced (double mount), fl ag, 
and fl ush mount, which is designed to place a clock inside the wall, so only the display will be visible. 
These mounting options fulfi ll the functional and practical needs of any facility, while maintaining a 
stylish appearance.

Advantages
Sapling’s fl ush mount digital clocks have several advantages, such as:

• Flush mount digital clocks are less susceptible to external damage

• Costs could be saved by retrofi tting fl ush mount clocks into an old system

• Flush mount is easy to install, maintain, preserve and clean

• Flush mount digital clocks provide an additional mounting style option to 
  accommodate different preferences

Compatible Systems
Sapling’s fl ush mount digital clocks are available with our IP and Wired systems, including the 2-Wire 
Digital Communication, RS485 and Sync Wire systems. Flush mount housing is not an available 
option with our Wireless and TalkBack Wireless systems, as the metal housing may prevent the time 
signal from being received or retransmitted.
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Digital Clock Options
The flush mount option can be used with all three Sapling digital clock models: 3100, 3200, 
and 3300.

Display Options:
• Digit Size: 2.5” or 4.0” digit size with a four (00:00) or six (00:00:00) digit display

• LED Display Color: Red (standard), Green, White, or Amber (at additional cost)

The fl ush mount option provides a sophisticated look, as well as an effi cient solution for many 
scenarios. There are fewer opportunities for damage, and cleaning the clock becomes more 
manageable, as the clock’s display lays fl at with the surrounding wall. Sapling fl ush mount 
digital clocks are available in all three of our digital clock models to provide an elegant option 
for many applications.

For more information, please contact your dedicated Sapling representative.


